Sample Characters
Miss Penelope Fontaine: Young, wealthy heiress to the Fontaine Family fortune, she has everything a
girl could ever want—except a man to love!
Mr. Ned Chapman: Hardworking and sincere, he cares deeply for Penelope Fontaine, and knows that
this union could save the family farm. But his heart harbors a secret love!
Reverend Chapman: The stern and often forbidding parent of Ned Chapman, the Reverend believes in
a strict code of conduct and adherence to the absolute letter of the law, and is not a fan of the Fontaine
family. But is the Reverend compensating for a darker past? (Can be played by a man or a woman).
Tess Skinner: A local country young woman, Tess is known for her sweet nature and hard work. She is
from a poor family, and has been hired on as a servant for the evening. Tess has only wanted one thing
in this life, and tonight she hopes to get it!
Pearl Opal: Star of stage and screen, with a passion for the horses, Pearl has made a name for herself
and distanced herself from her less-glamourous past. A friend of Miss Fontaine, she is happy to
celebrate the couple's joy. Or is she?
Old Mother Moll: Mysterious and maybe a little mad, she is known far and wide for her skills with
herbal healing, sooth-saying, and unorthodox problem solving.
Constable Clemens: Long time friend of the Chapman family, Clemens is off duty. However, s/he got
a tip that there might be trouble....
Dr. Fortunato: All-around performer, you have known Pearl Opal for a long time, and recently met
Miss Fontaine at the horse track. One of them is in jeopardy! You also know that one member of the
party is your own long-lost daughter. Which one is it?

Sample Clues (we've left some info out, so no spoilers!)
Clue Number 42:
You were the midwife at xxxxx's birth, and you know who her parents really are! Tonight you will set
things right and make sure everyone gets their just desserts!
Clue Number 7:
The terms of the Deed have been illicitly altered! You know there is another copy—who has it?!?
Clue Number 26:
20 years ago there was a terrible fire, and certain people used the catastrophe and the recovery to coverup illegal activities and a land swindle!

